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ABSTRACT Systems whose entities interact with each other are common. In many interacting systems, it
is difficult to observe the relations between entities which is the key information for analyzing the system. In
recent years, there has been increasing interest in discovering the relationships between entities using graph
neural networks. However, existing approaches are difficult to apply if the number of relations is unknown or
if the relations are complex. We propose the DiScovering Latent Relation (DSLR) model, which is flexibly
applicable even if the number of relations is unknown or many types of relations exist. The flexibility of our
DSLR model comes from the design concept of our encoder that represents the relation between entities
in a latent space rather than a discrete variable and a decoder that can handle many types of relations.
We performed the experiments on synthetic and real-world graph data with various relationships between
entities, and compared the qualitative and quantitative results with other approaches. The experiments show
that the proposed method is suitable for analyzing dynamic graphs with an unknown number of complex
relations.
INDEX TERMS graph neural network, relational inference, unsupervised learning

I. INTRODUCTION

OST entities in nature are related to each other, interacting based on their relationship, and changing their
states over time based on such interactions. An interacting
system can be represented as a dynamic graph [1] in which
the attributes of the entities change over time.
In most cases, although changes in the states of the entities
can be observed, the relations among the entities have rarely
been observed. It is important to discover these hidden relationships between entities in a dynamic graph, which helps
us to better understand the system and predict future states.
For example, inferring the relationship between physically
interacting objects helps us understand the entire system and
predict the future movements of objects. We can also analyze
the specific motions by inferring the intrinsic relationships
between the joints of the human body, and more accurately
predict the future motion of each joint.
Several attempts have recently been made to infer the
relationships between entities by observing the states of such
entities in a dynamic graph, and to predict the future states of
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FIGURE 1. Left: Graph representing the dynamics of physical objects with
different relations between objects. Right: Different relations are clustered
within the relation latent space of the DSLR.

entities based on their relationships [2]–[5]. It is possible to
cluster the relations between entities and accurately predict
their future states. However, the existing models are designed
to have a dedicated update function for each relation, making
it difficult to model the system if the number of relationships
is not known in advance. In addition, existing models can
only discretely classify different relations, making them
difficult to apply to data with complex relations. Furthermore,
1
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although existing models can distinguish different relations, it
is difficult to analyze the relationships between these relations,
such as their similarities. These issues are not trivial because
entities in nature may have a complex and unknown number
of relations.
To overcome these challenges, we propose a DiScovering
Latent Relation (DSLR) model composed of two graph neural
networks (GNNs) [6]–[9]. With DSLR, a relation encoder,
i.e., the first GNN, embeds the relations between entities in
the latent space. The relation decoder, i.e., the second GNN,
predicts the future states of the entities using the recognized
relations. The concept of DSLR is depicted in Fig. 1. The
figure on the left shows the dynamics of physical objects
interacting with each other. The color of the arrows between
objects indicates the type of relation between objects. Each
relation between objects can be represented in the relation
latent space shown on the right side of the figure, in which the
same relations are close to each other, and different relations
are distant from each other.
Unlike previous methods that cluster relations discretely
using softmax, our DLSR can better explain complex relations
by embedding relations into a relation latent space. Even if
the number of relations is unknown in advance, DSLR can
not only accurately discover the relations, it can also infer the
number of relationships in an interacting system. In addition,
the relation decoder of DSLR predicts the future states of
entities for all relation types; thus, even if the number of
relations is large or complex, there is no need to modify or
scale the model up.
The main contributions in our work consist of:

have addressed a visual question answering task that requires
consideration of the relationship between objects [17], and
attempts have been made to solve various relation-based tasks
using a self-attention technique [18]–[20]. In addition, a fewshot learning technique that considers relational information
has been proposed [21], and a method for distinguishing and
grouping objects from images was proposed [22]. In addition,
a number of GNN-based methods [23]–[27] with a strong
relational inductive bias have been proposed to solve various
relational reasoning tasks. However, these methods did not
explicitly infer the relations between entities.
B. INFERRING EXPLICIT RELATION

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The related works for better understanding the proposed framework
are discussed in Section II. Section III discusses the proposed
DSLR method, and Section IV shows the experimental results.
Finally, Section V offers the conclusion.

Meanwhile, there have been attempts to explicitly infer the
relations between entities. For example, several studies have
explored how to infer relations in the fields of causal reasoning
[28] and computational neuroscience [29], [30]. Methods
for clustering the relations between entities and predicting
the future states of such entities using a GNN [6]–[9] with
a dynamic graph showing the changes in the states of the
entities over time have recently been reported. The neural
relational inference (NRI) [2] model, which is an unsupervised
neural network model that can discretely distinguish relations
between entities and predict the dynamics of such entities in
interacting systems, has been proposed. The factorized NRI
(fNRI) [3] model, which complements the NRI model and
efficiently handles combinations of independent interactions,
was also proposed, as was the SUGAR [4] model, which
modifies the NRI model to consider global interactions with
various structured priors. In addition, a dynamic NRI (dNRI)
model [5], a method that can better infer the changing relations
between entities in an interaction system, was developed.
These NRI-based methods can discover relations between
entities and predict the future states of such entities in various
interacting systems. However, because these methods are
designed to handle each relation type with a dedicated update
function, they may be difficult to apply to systems with
unknown or large numbers of relationships. By contrast, our
DSLR model is designed to represent relations in a latent
space and handle all relations with a single update function;
thus, it can be applied to systems with complex or unknown
numbers of relations in a flexible manner.

II. RELATED WORK
A. RELATIONAL INDUCTIVE BIAS

III. DISCOVERING LATENT RELATION MODEL
A. MODEL DETAILS

With the advent of deep learning, many important problems
have been solved in various fields, including image processing, natural language processing, and control [10]–[13].
In recent years, there has been increasing interest in using
relational inductive biases with deep learning architectures
to solve relational reasoning problems [14]. For example, to
allow multiple agents to cooperate in maximizing common
rewards, a CommNet [15] model designed to allow agents to
communicate with each other was proposed. An interaction
network [16] model was also proposed to predict the future
movement of physically interacting objects. Some researchers

The DSLR model consists of two subnetworks, i.e., a relation
encoder and a relation decoder (see Fig. 2)

•

•
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We design a new relational inference model that can be
applied even when the number of relationships in the
system is unknown.
Our method is more efficient for the interacting system
with very complex relationships between entities, such
as real-world motion capture data and basketball data.

1) Relation Encoder

The first component of the DSLR is the relation encoder
(see Fig. 2 (b)), which is a network that infers the relations
between nodes by observing the states of the nodes (entities)
in interacting systems for a certain period of time. The relation
encoder first infers the edge states before inferring the relation
states containing the relation information between two nodes.
The edge state is information that serves as a clue to infer the
VOLUME 9, 2021
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FIGURE 2. (a) Spherical objects representing entities, and lines connecting the objects representing their edges. (b) Details of the relation encoder. (c) Details of
the relation decoder.

relation state, which contains state information during several
time steps of the edges between nodes. In a system with N
nodes, the edge state stij between the i-th node nti and the j-th
node ntj at time t is defined as follows:

stij = F nti , ntj , st−1
, i, j = 1, ..., N, i 6= j,
ij

(1)

where F is a function that updates the edge state stij to st+1
ij
from the edge state and node states of the previous time step.
Next, the relation encoder infers the relation state between
the nodes based on the edge state. We use a reparameterization
trick of a variational auto-encoder [31] to enable the stochastic
representation of the latent vectors. We model each component
in the latent vector to have a prior with a normal distribution
having a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 1. When
the graph is observed for TE time steps from the first timestep, the relation state rij between the i-th and j-th nodes is
obtained as follows:
rij ∼ G(sTijE ),

(2)

where G is a function that models the distribution of the
relation state from the edge state, and ∼ is a sampling
operation using the reparameterization trick.
The relation encoder can infer the relation centrality, which
is the importance of the relation. The relation encoder obtains
the relation centrality from the edge state in the same way in
which the relation state is inferred. The relation centrality cij
between nodes i and j is obtained as follows:
cij = σ(H(sTijE )),

(3)

where H is a function that infers the relation centrality from
the edge state, and σ is a sigmoid function. The relation
centrality cij is a scalar value between zero and 1, and a
large cij indicates that the relation between i and j-th nodes
is important, and vice versa.
VOLUME 9, 2021

2) Relation Decoder

The relation decoder predicts the future states of the nodes
from the current states of the nodes and the relation state
between them, as inferred by the relation encoder. The relation
decoder first infers the influences exchanged between nodes,
aggregates all influences, and predicts the future state of the
nodes when considering all effects applied to each node. The
t
influence of the j-th node on the i-th node at time t, fij
, is
modeled as follows:
t
fij
= J (cij )K(nti , ntj , rij ),

(4)

where K is a function that computes the influence of nodes
on each other from the states of the nodes and their relation
state, and J is a function that calculates the noise multiplied
by the influence according to the relation centrality cij . The
t
noise applied to the influence fij
is obtained as follows:
J (cij ) = 1 + (1 − cij ),

(5)

where  is a random variable. That is, the larger the relation
centrality (closer to 1) is, the less noise applied to the influence,
and the smaller the relation centrality (closer to 0) is, the
greater the amount of noise.
Next, the future state of the i-th node is calculated as
follows:


N
X
t 
nt+1
= nti + L nti ,
fij
.
(6)
i
j, i6=j

where L represents a function that predicts change in the node
states.
B. RELATION REASONING

To cluster the relations between nodes when the number of
relations is small, unsupervised clustering [32] is conducted
on the relation states embedded in the relation latent space.
We train the k-means clustering model with the relation states
obtained from the training data, and cluster the relation states
of the test data with the trained model. If the number of
3
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relations is unknown, the number of relations can be inferred
using the silhouette method [33]. The larger the silhouette
score, the higher the probability that k will be optimal, which
means that k with the highest silhouette score is the number
of relations.
C. RANDOM SAMPLING TRICK

It is desirable that the relation state contains only information
about the relationship between nodes. However, when training
a model, if the input of the relation encoder and input of
the relation decoder are not independent of each other, the
relation states learn the compressed information of input
trajectories of nodes instead of relational information, which
is undesirable. In a previous study [3], a model in which the
module inferring the relation learns the compressed version
of the input trajectories rather than the relation is called a
‘compression model.’
To prevent our relation encoder from becoming a compression model, we propose a random sampling trick, i.e., while
training the model, the times required to infer the relation state
and to compute the influence between nodes are randomly
sampled. In Fig. 2 (a), the relation encoder infers the relation
state between nodes by observing the graph from time tE for
TE time-steps, and the relation decoder predicts the graph of
the next g tD +1 from the inferred relation state r and the graph
g tD at time tD . A random sampling trick is a technique that
randomly samples tE and tD each time during training.
D. TRAINING

The DSLR model is trained without supervision of the relation
states in an end-to-end manner, which is optimized based
on four loss functions, i.e., the node prediction loss, KL
divergence loss, relation standard deviation loss, and relation
centrality loss.
The node prediction loss LN P is the mean squared error
between the predicted future states of the nodes from time tD
for TD time steps and the true future states:
LN P =

tDX
+TD

n̂t − nt

2

,

(7)

t=tD

where n̂t is the ground truth state of the nodes at time t, and
nt is the state of the nodes at time t predicted by the model.
KL divergence loss induces the distribution of each component in the relation states to follow a normal distribution. KL
divergence loss LKL is defined as follows:
LKL = −DKL (P (r)||N (0, 1)) ,

(8)

where P (r) represents the distribution of each component
in the relation states, which are the outputs of the relation
encoder, N (0, 1) represents the standard normal distribution,
and DKL represents the Kullback–Leibler divergence.
Our model deals with a dynamic graph with a static relation
where the states of the nodes change over time, but the relation
between nodes does not change. In a single dynamic graph,
the relation between nodes is constant. Therefore, in the same
4

graph, the relation between nodes is constant regardless of
the initial time tE of the graph input to the relation encoder
(see Fig. 2 (a)). The relation standard deviation loss LSD is
the standard deviation of the relation states inferred by the
relation encoder for a sequence of graphs randomly sampled
m times within a dynamic graph:
LSD = ST D(r1 , r2 , ..., rm ),

(9)

where ST D indicates the standard deviation, and ri indicates
the relation state recognized in the i-th sampled sequence of
graphs.
In (4-5), the larger the relation centrality cij , the smaller the
noise J(cij ) that occurs in the influences fij between nodes.
Conversely, as the relation centrality decreases, the noise of
the influences exchanged between nodes increases. Therefore,
for the model to correctly predict the future states of the nodes,
it is trained in the direction of increasing the relation centrality
to decrease LN P . Contrary to the tendency of the relation
centrality to become larger, we add a relation centrality loss
to the objective function, which leads th a decrease in the
relation centrality:
Lc = −log(1 − c),

(10)

where c denotes the relation centrality. While the node prediction loss LN P is designed to model the interacting system
correctly, the relation centrality loss acts in the opposite
manner. When the magnitude of the influence exchanged
between nodes fij is large, the magnitude of LN P is larger
than that of Lc , and thus the relation centrality increases to
reduce the noise of fij . Conversely, when fij is small, the
magnitude of Lc becomes relatively larger than that of LN P ,
and thus the relation centrality decreases. As a result, the
relation with a large relation centrality has a large overall
effect on the interacting system, whereas the relation with a
small relation centrality has a small effect.
We combined all of the proposed losses and set the final
objective function L as follows:
L = λN P LN P + λKL LKL + λSD LSD + λc Lc ,

(11)

where the weights λN P , λKL , λSD , and λc used for scaling
each loss function were set to λN P = 1, λKL = 0.1, λSD =
1, and λc = 0.001.
E. SPARSITY PRIOR

In this section, we introduce a method to set the sparsity
prior to DSLR. A graph in which most of the nodes are
not connected to each other is called a sparse graph. Most
interacting systems in nature are sparse, and thus it would
be useful if the model can reflect the sparsity of the graph
as a prior. To add a sparsity prior to the model, we redefine
the relation centrality loss defined in 10. Letting p be the
sparsity prior of the graph, the relation centrality loss Lc is
then redefined as follows:
Lc = −δc,p log (1 − c) − (1 − δc,p ) log (c) .

(12)
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If the relation centrality c falls within a small p% in the
training batch, δc,p = 1; otherwise, δc,p = 0. That is, the
modified relation centrality loss induces a smaller relation
centrality within a small p% (which indicates no connection
relation), and a larger relation centrality within a large (1−p)%
(which indicates a meaningful relation).
IV. EXPERIMENTS

The DSLR was optimized using the Adam optimizer [34]
and implemented using Pytorch [35]. The learning rate was
scheduled using a one-cycle learning rate policy [36]. All
experiments were conducted using a 3090 GPU, and the
numerical results were the average of three trials with different
seeds.
A. PHYSICS SIMULATION

To evaluate our DSLR model, we conducted experiments
using physically simulated data in which objects have various
relationships with each other. In our experiment, we chose
relationships types that are frequently used in previous studies
[2], [16], [23], [24], [37]: spring, gravity, and none. Spring
is a relation in which a spring force acts between objects: If
the objects are far from each other, an attractive force acts
on the objects; however if they are close, a repulsive force
acts on them. Gravity is a relation in which an attractive force
acts according to the distance between objects; however we
set the attractive force inversely proportional to the distance
instead of the squared distance. None indicates that there
is no connection between objects where the nodes do not
transmit any forces to each other. We generated physically
simulated data with eight combinations of relation types for
the experiments: (a) spring & none, (b) spring & gravity, (c)
gravity & none, (d) spring & gravity & none, (e) 3 spring
& none, (f) 3 gravity & none, (g) 100 spring, and (h) 100
spring & 100 gravity. In (a)–(d), objects are connected by
one of the corresponding relations. In (e) and (f), the objects
are connected in one of the four relations based on the weak,
moderate, and strong spring or gravity forces and none. In
(g), a system is composed of 100 types of relations between
objects, where the objects are connected by springs with 100
different coefficients. In (h), a system consists of 200 types
of spring relations with 100 different coefficients and gravity
with 100 different coefficients between nodes. Simulations
were generated by assigning the potential between two objects
as in [24]. We conducted experiments to infer the relation
between objects and predict the future trajectory of the objects
in an interacting system in which a number of objects move in
a complex manner. All datasets consisted of 5000 training sets,
500 validation sets, and 500 test sets. Each data consists of 99
time steps, of which 49 are observed to infer the relation. We
set m in (9) to 5 in all experiments using physically simulated
data.
We conducted comparative experiments using the NRI
model [2], which can discover the relation between objects.
The NRI model was trained using the training schema proposed by fNRI [3] to prevent it from becoming a compression
VOLUME 9, 2021

FIGURE 3. Latent representations of relation states reduced to a
two-dimensional plane. (a) Red, spring; blue, none. (b) Red, gravity; blue,
spring. (c) Red, gravity; blue, none. (d) Red, spring; blue, gravity; and green,
none. (e) Red, none; blue, weak spring; green, moderate spring; and yellow,
strong spring. (f) Red, none; blue, weak gravity; green, moderate gravity; and
yellow, strong gravity. (g) The stronger the spring is, the bluer it is, and the
weaker the spring is , the redder it is. (h) The stronger the spring is, the redder
it is; the stronger the gravity is, the greener it is; and the weaker the force is,
the bluer it is. (i)–(j) The higher the relation centrality is, the redder it is; the
lower relation centrality is, the bluer it is.

model, during which, the first half of the physical data
sequence was used to infer the relation, and the second half
was used for a future trajectory prediction. Because the NRI
model requires a dedicated decoder for each relation, the
number of relations must be entered into the model in advance.
When comparing the accuracy of the relation inference, we
assumed that the true number of relations K is known to
the NRI. We also compared the result if the wrong number
of relations (K̄ = 2K) is set to the NRI. When comparing
trajectory prediction errors, both the NRI with the correct
number of relations (K̄ = K) and the NRI with an incorrect
number of relations (K̄ = dK/2e, K̄ = 2K) were used in
the experiment. Neither the NRI model nor our DSLR model
were given the sparsity prior. The DSLR model was trained
with  in (4) set to zero because we did not aim to infer the
relation centrality in this experiment, except for the relation
centrality verification experiments. The models were trained
for 1000 epochs.
1) Relation Reasoning

We first explored a relational reasoning task. The results of
estimating the relation type in the physical data using the
DSLR and NRI models are shown in Table 1. Each value
represents the accuracy of correctly classifying the types of
relations between objects. Both the DSLR and NRI models
can estimate the relation types with high accuracy, and the
superiority of the two models differs depending on the data.
However, if the number of relations is greater than two (spring
& gravity & none, 3 spring & none, 3 gravity & none), the
accuracy of our model is significantly superior to that of NRI.
When the number of relations was incorrectly entered in the
NRI, the accuracy was generally low (Table 1 K̄ = 2K row).
Unlike NRI, where the number of relations must be set in
advance, DSLR can infer the number of relations in the system
using the silhouette score [33]. Table 2 shows a silhouette
score for each number of relations K, i.e., the higher the
silhouette score is, the higher the probability that K is proper.
5
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TABLE 1. Accuracy of estimating the types of relation between objects in physically simulated data (in %).

NRI

DATASET
S PRING & N ONE
S PRING & G RAVITY
G RAVITY & N ONE
S PRING & G RAVITY & N ONE
3 S PRING & N ONE
3 G RAVITY & N ONE

K̄ = K

K̄ = 2K

92.52±10.69
75.84±11.71
92.28±1.28
84.90±0.50
66.38±6.72
64.33±4.02

87.49±8.39
96.12±1.62
80.50±6.87
73.63±2.10
64.94±5.61
66.43±0.92

TABLE 2. Silhouette scores of DSLR by K in physically simulated data.

DATA SET

K=2

K=3

K=4

K=5

S PRING & N ONE
S PRING & G RAVITY
G RAVITY & N ONE
S PRING & G RAVITY & N ONE
3 S PRING & N ONE
3 G RAVITY & N ONE

0.96
0.97
0.90
0.72
0.62
0.62

0.93
0.96
0.85
0.83
0.64
0.60

0.89
0.94
0.79
0.81
0.73
0.72

0.73
0.91
0.72
0.78
0.70
0.69

There are two relations in the system for the first, second,
and third datasets in Table 2, three relations for the fourth
dataset, and four relations for the last two datasets. The DSLR
model was able to correctly infer the number of relations for
all datasets of the six combinations of relations.
The relation state inferred by our model can be illustrated in
a latent space, as shown in Fig. 3 after reducing the dimension
of the relation state into 2D using a principal component
analysis [38]. The points indicating the dimension-reduced
relation states are marked with the same color if the relation
types are the same. The experimental results show that the
same relations are located close to each other in the relation
latent space, and that different relations are placed far from
each other. Even when the number of relations is large, DSLR
can arrange the relation states within the relation latent space
to be interpretable, as shown in Fig. 3 (g) and (h). In Fig. 3
(g), the larger the coefficient of the spring is, the more the
relation states are located on the left side of the latent space,
and the smaller the coefficient is, the more the relation states
are on the right side. In Fig. 3 (h), the stronger the spring is,
the more the relation states are located on the left side of the
latent space; the stronger the gravity is, the more the relation
states are located on the right side; and the weaker the force
is, the more likely the relation states gather at the center of the
latent space.
2) Future Trajectory Prediction

The DSLR can predict the future states of the nodes based
on the inferred relation states. The mean squared errors of
the future trajectory predicted by the DSLR and NRI models
are listed in Table 3. For the last two datasets in Table 3
with a large number of relations, the NRI model was trained
6

DSLR
95.33±0.46
95.22±0.30
90.55±1.00
88.80±3.10
84.35±2.24
74.10±1.41

by setting the given number of relations K̄ to 8, because
in our experiments, NRI with a larger K̄ requires too many
computing resources, but does not significantly improve the
performance.
For the first three datasets with a small number of relations,
the superiority of the DSLR model and NRI model with
correct K̄ differs depending on the combinations of relations.
Although, the NRI with larger K̄ is less accurate at classifying
the relations, NRI can predict the future trajectories better
than the other models for the first three datasets (see the row
“K̄ = 2K” in Table 3). If a smaller number of relations
are given to the NRI than the number in reality, the error
is much larger (see the row “K̄ = dK/2e” in Table 3).
However, if the number of relations is larger than two, DSLR
outperforms the other models on all datasets. In particular,
when the relations are almost continuous, as in the last two
datasets, DSLR is able to predict the future trajectories much
more accurately than the other models. Fig. 4 (b) and (c)
show the prediction error of the future trajectories of the
NRI model for each number of relation types given to the
model in the last two datasets. We trained the NRI with
K̄ ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 16, 50, 100}, where the batch
size was set to 128 for K̄ ∈ [1, 16], but 32 for K̄ = 50, and
16 for K̄ = 100 owing to memory limitations. As K̄ increases,
the future prediction error decreases; however, the number of
parameters in the model increases (see Fig. 4 (a)). In addition,
the errors in the NRI are still greater than the errors in the
DSLR, and the number of parameters in the DSLR is lower.
An example of the results of predicting the future trajectory of
an object is shown in Fig. 5. For data with a small number of
relations, both the DSLR and NRI models predicted a future
trajectory similar to the truth (see Fig. 5 (a)), whereas for
data with a large number of relations, the DSLR predicted the
trajectories more similarly than the NRI (see Fig. 5 (b)).
3) Relation Centrality

The DSLR can infer the relation centrality, which is an
indicator of the importance of the relation. To verify that
the relation centrality cij inferred by our model correctly
recognizes the importance of the relation rij , we trained the
DSLR by setting  in (5) as a random variable, and compared
the average relation centrality for each relation type. Fig. 6
shows the average relation centrality for each relation type
in the 3 spring & none, 3 gravity & none, and 100 spring
VOLUME 9, 2021
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TABLE 3. Error in forecasting of future trajectories in physically simulated data.

DATASET
S PRING & N ONE
S PRING & G RAVITY
G RAVITY & N ONE
S PRING & G RAVITY & N ONE
3 S PRING & N ONE
3 GR AVITY & N ONE
100 S PRING
100 S PRING & 100 G RAVITY

K̄ = dK/2e

NRI
K̄ = K

K̄ = 2K

0.956±0.020
0.798±0.011
0.096±0.004
0.097±0.004
0.062±0.000
0.048±0.002
0.113±0.002
0.343±0.013

0.021±0.025
0.219±0.310
0.011±0.002
0.040±0.007
0.018±0.003
0.025±0.005
0.086±0.003
0.291±0.001

0.007±0.001
0.031±0.004
0.008±0.001
0.035±0.004
0.012±0.001
0.021±0.001
0.081±0.005
0.271±0.000

DSLR
0.034±0.008
0.085±0.006
0.013±0.002
0.034±0.005
0.011±0.001
0.014±0.001
0.044±0.001
0.080±0.002

FIGURE 4. (a) Number of parameters of NRI and DSLR models based on the
number of relations given to the model. (b) Prediction errors of future
trajectories based on the number of relations given to the model for 100 spring,
and (c) for 100 spring & 100 gravity.
FIGURE 5. Forecasting the trajectories of physical objects.

datasets. The horizontal axis of the graph indicates the type of
relation in the data, and the vertical axis indicates the relation
centrality. In Fig. 6 (a) and (b), the none relationship had
the lowest relation centrality, and the stronger the strength of
spring or gravity, the greater the relation centrality. Similarly,
in Fig. 6 (c), the stronger the strength of spring is, the greater
the relation centrality. Because a relation type with a strong
force will have a greater effect on the whole system, it is
reasonable that a relation with a strong force will have a higher
relation centrality. As a result, the experiment shows that the
relation centrality inferred by DSLR correctly contains the
importance of relations within the system.
B. MOTION CAPTURE DATA

We trained the DSLR model using the large motion capture
data provided by Carnegie Mellon University [39] to infer
the relationship between the joints of the human body and
predict the future motion of the joints. As in previous studies
[2], [5], we experimented with the walking motion data of the
35th subject: 11 trials for training, 4 trials for validation, and
7 trials for testing. We trained the DSLR model, NRI model
[2], and dNRI model [5] with the sparsity prior set to 0.91
as in the previous study [2]; and assumed that 91% of the
pairs of joints would have a none relation. The NRI and dNRI
models were trained using four relation types determined
experimentally by the authors, one of which was hard-coded
for the none relation. Whereas the DSLR and NRI models
estimated the static relations, dNRI, which is designed to infer
the dynamic relations estimated in the experiments, assumed
that the relations between human joints may change over time.
VOLUME 9, 2021

FIGURE 6. Average relation centrality for each relation type in physically
simulated data. Relation centrality for each relation type in (a) 3 spring & none
and (b) 3 gravity & none. (c) Relation centrality from weak to strong spring in
100 spring.

At the inference time, the models observed the system for
49 time-steps to estimate the relation states between joints,
and then predicted the future motion of the joints for 50 timesteps. Because it is not certain whether the system has a static
relation, the relational standard deviation loss was not used,
and m in (9) was set to 1. All models were trained for 2000
epochs.
The first row in Table 4 represents the errors of the predicted
future positions of the joints in the human body as predicted
by the DSLR and previous methods. The experimental results
showed that the DSLR most accurately predicted the future
movements of the joints. The DSLR can forecast the movement of the joints even better than dNRI, which was designed
to infer dynamic relations. This is because the DSLR is more
suitable for dealing with complex relations in reality because
relation states are represented as continuous latent variables,
whereas comparative models represent the relations discretely.
7
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FIGURE 7. Experimental results with CMU walking mocap data.

FIGURE 8. Visualization of relation centrality (RC) in the mocap data inferred
using DSLR.

Fig. 7 shows two experimental results, where the red dots
indicate the true positions of the joints, and the black dots
indicate the positions predicted by each model. In both cases,
the DSLR model predicted the joint movement of the human
body would be more similar to the ground truth than the
comparative models.
Fig. 8 shows the visualization of the edge centrality between
joints estimated by the DSLR model: the larger the edge
centrality is, the thicker the red line, and the smaller the
edge centrality is, the thinner the blue line. Because the
sparsity prior was applied to the model, most of the joints
were connected by a weak edge centrality. The arms and
legs were mainly connected by thick red lines, indicating that
the DSLR judged that the relations between arms and legs
are the most important during a walking motion (see Fig. 8
(c)). In addition, the upper body and legs were connected by
a bluish-red line, which means that the DLSR determined
that the relations between the upper body and legs are less
important than the relations between the arms and legs during
a walking motion (see Fig. 8 (d)). Finally, other relations are
represented as light blue lines, which means that they are the
least important relations (see Fig. 8 (e)). Although there is
no correct answer for the relations between human joints, the
interpretation of the DSLR seems to be one of the correct
interpretations given that the movements of the arm and legs
are most pronounced when a person walks.
Fig. 3 (i) shows a visualization of the relation states between
joints in a two-dimensional relation latent space. The least
important blue relation states are placed on the right side of
the latent space, and the most important red relation states
are placed vertically across the left side of the latent space.
Moderately important bluish-red relation states are clustered
in the center of the latent space.

TABLE 4. Errors of future trajectory prediction for CMU walking mocap data.

C. BASKETBALL DATA

We also experimented with data recording the movements
of basketball players [40]. We configured the data with the
setup of [5]. There are five players in the basketball dataset,
8

DATA SET
CMU MOCAP
BASKETBALL

NRI

D NRI

DSLR

0.850±0.181
0.307±0.042

0.247±0.011
0.156±0.047

0.134±0.002
0.079±0.001

and the data consists of 49 time steps, which corresponds
to approximately 8 s. There are 79456 training sets, 27690
validation sets, and X test sets. We trained DSLR, NRI [2],
and dNRI [5] models and compared the errors of the predicted
future trajectories. We set the number of relations K̄ to two for
NRI and dNRI as determined experimentally by the authors.
When training the DSLR, m in (9) was set to 1 as in the
motion capture data, and the sparsity prior was not used. All
models were trained for 1000 epochs.
The DSLR and comparative models observed the first
40 steps to infer the relationship between players, and then
predicted the movement of each player for 9 steps. The second
row in Table 4 represents the average of the prediction errors
for the nine steps predicted by each model. The numerical
results show that the DSLR can predict future trajectories
more accurately than the other models. Fig. 9 shows two
examples of trajectories predicted by each model in the
basketball dataset. In the first case, the DSLR model predicted
the movement of the red and blue players better than the dNRI,
whereas the error of the pink player’s movement was larger
with the DSLR. There was no significant difference between
the two models in predicting the movements of the light blue
and green players. In the second case, DSLR predicted most
player movements better than dNRI. In both cases, NRI had a
larger error than the other models. Overall, DSLR was able
to predict the movements of players more accurately than the
other models, which is congruent with the numerical results.
Fig. 10 visualizes the relation centrality inferred by our
model in the two cases, where important relations with a
relation centrality of 0.985 or more are represented in red
lines; here, the thicker the line is, the higher the relation
VOLUME 9, 2021
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TABLE 5. Relational clustering accuracy in % of DSLR with random sampling
trick and relation standard deviation loss (ALL), without random sampling trick
(w/o RST), and without relation standard deviation loss (w/o RSDL).

DATASET

FIGURE 9. Forecasting the trajectories of basketball players. Each player is
represented in a different color. The transparent points are the trajectories
input into the model, and the vivid points are the trajectories predicted by each
model.

S PRING & N ONE
S PRING & G RAVITY
G RAVITY & N ONE
S PRING & G RAVITY & N ONE
3 S PRING & N ONE
3 G RAVITY & N ONE

A LL

W/O
RST

W/O
RSDL

95.33
95.22
90.55
88.80
84.35
74.10

90.18
93.66
85.43
84.47
61.42
65.89

93.52
92.05
86.16
81.26
83.20
69.22

sampling trick is applied.
2) Relation Standard Deviation Loss

The relation standard deviation loss improves the performance
of the relational inference by inducing the relation states to
have similar values when they represent the same relation. As
can be seen in the “w/o RSDL” row in Table 5, the DSLR
trained with the relation standard deviation loss estimated the
relations more accurately than the DSLR trained without it.
FIGURE 10. Visualization of relation centrality in the basketball data inferred
by DSLR.

centrality. In the first case, DSLR selected only the relationship between the red and blue players as the most important
relationship. In the second case, the DSLR method judged
the relationship between the light blue and the pink players
as being the most important. In addition, the DSLR also
considered the relationships between the green and light blue
players, the pink and the blue players, and the blue and red
players as important. Because there is no ground-truth of
the relationship between players, it is difficult to determine
whether the relation centrality inferred by the DSLR is correct;
however, it is highly likely to be a meaningful interpretation
because the DSLR best predicted the future path based on the
inferred relation.
Fig. 3 (j) shows a visualization of the relation states between
players in a two-dimensional relation latent space. The less
important blue relation states are placed vertically across the
middle of the latent space, and the important red relation states
are placed obliquely across the right side of the latent space.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a DSLR model that can infer the
relation between entities that have various relations with each
other without supervision and predict the future state of such
entities. Experimental results using physically simulated data
show that the DSLR can analyze the system regardless of the
number of relations and infer the number of relations in the
system. In addition, in experiments using both motion capture
data and basketball data, the DSLR can be better applied
to real-world data with complex relations between entities.
DSLR can also reflect the sparsity prior or analyze relation
centrality.
DSLR can only model the interacting system in which
the relations between entities are static over time. However,
there may be cases in the real world in which the relationship
between entities changes over time. Future studies can be
conducted to extend the DSLR for application to systems with
such dynamic relations.
.
APPENDIX A IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

D. ABLATION STUDY
1) Random Sampling Trick

We propose the “random sampling trick” in Section III-C
to prevent the model from becoming a compression model
when training the DSLR. The “w/o RST” row in Table 5
shows the relational reasoning results of the DSLR trained
without applying a random sampling trick. The results of the
DSLR trained without a random sampling trick were worse
for all datasets than those trained with a random sampling
trick. In particular, when the number of relations is large,
the performance is significantly improved when a random
VOLUME 9, 2021

In this section, we describe the implementation details of DSLR. The source code is available online:
https://github.com/dlehgo14/DSLR.
A. RELATION ENCODER

In the relation encoder, the function F in (1) which infers
the edge state between two nodes is implemented using the
gated recurrent unit (GRU) [41]. We used a 4-layer GRU, and
the calculation process in the i-th GRU block at time t is as
follows:
zti = σ(Wzi xt + Uzi sit−1 + biz ),
(13)
9
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rti = σ(Wri xt + Uri sit−1 + bir ),

(14)

ŝit = tanh(Whi xt + Uhi (rti ∗ sit−1 ) + bih ),

(15)

sit = (1 − zti ) ∗ sit−1 + zt ∗ ŝit ,

(16)

where W , U , and b represent the parameters of the GRU, xt
is the input vector, and st is the output vector. In addition, zt
is the update gate vector, rt is the reset gate vector, and ĥt
is the candidate activation vector. Moreover, σ denotes the
sigmoid function, and ∗ denotes the element-wise product.
The input of the first layer x1t is the concatenated vector of the
two node states, and the input of the l-th layer xlt for l ≥ 2
is the output of the previous layer sl−1
t . The initial edge state
sitE is initialized as a zero vector. The output vector of the last
layer is the edge state. There are four dimensions for state of
the nodes representing the position and velocity in a 2-D space.
In motion capture data, there are six dimensions of the state
of the nodes because the joints move in three-dimensional
space. The number of dimensions of xit is twice the number
of dimensions of the node state, as the concatenated vector of
the two node states. The number of dimensions of the edge
state, which is the output of the GRU, was set to 128.
The G, H function in (2)–(3) that infers the relation state
and relation centrality from the edge state is composed of
multi-layer perceptrons with skip connections. Because G
uses the reparameterization trick, it consists of two parallel
networks that output the vectors of the mean and standard deviation of the relation state respectively, which are implemented
as a 4-layer MLP. We use ReLU as the activation function
and a linear function only for the last layer. In addition, H is
also composed of a 4-layer MLP, with 1 to 3 layers shared
with the mean network of G, and one last layer attached. The
number of input dimensions of the MLP is 128, which is the
number of dimensions of the edge state, and the number of
dimensions of the hidden layers is set to 196. The number of
dimensions of the relation state, which is the output of G, is
set to 10, and the relation centrality, which is the output of H,
is a 1-dimensional scalar value.
B. RELATION DECODER

In the relation decoder, K in (4), which calculates the influence
f exerted by one node on another node, is implemented as a 4layer MLP with skip connections such as G. The input of K is a
concatenated vector of the states of the two nodes, the relation
states between the nodes, and the number of dimensions of the
hidden layer is 196. The number of dimensions of the output,
which is the influence f , was set to 100. Next, to aggregate all
influences received by the i-th node, we sum all influences in
an element-wise manner.
In (6), L, which calculates the amount of change in the state
of the nodes over time, is implemented in an MLP with skip
connections such as G, K. The input of the network is the state
of the node concatenated with the aggregated influence, and
the output is the amount of change in the state of the node,
which has the same number of dimensions as the state of the
node.
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